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Outline
•• Radiation belts and anomaliesRadiation belts and anomalies
•• AccelerationAcceleration
•• LossesLosses
•• ModelsModels

Earth’s Radiation BeltsEarth’s Radiation Belts

•• Energetic electrons (~Energetic electrons (~MeVMeV) trapped by the ) trapped by the 
Earth’s magnetic fieldEarth’s magnetic field

•• During geomagnetic storms, flux varies by During geomagnetic storms, flux varies by 
~1000 over hours to days~1000 over hours to days

•• Outer belt highly variable Outer belt highly variable cf cf inner beltinner belt

•• Outer belt extends to geostationary Outer belt extends to geostationary 
orbitorbit

•• Energetic electrons hazardous to Energetic electrons hazardous to 
astronauts and spacecraftastronauts and spacecraft

Radiation Belt VariabilityRadiation Belt Variability

•• Li et al., GRL, [2001]Li et al., GRL, [2001]

KODAMA, Mars Odyssey

Major Spacecraft AnomaliesMajor Spacecraft Anomalies

Genesis

ADEOS-2, Stardust, Chandra, 
Various GOES

RHESSI INTEGRAL, Chandra, SMART-1

NOAA-17

POLAR

Thanks to Dan Baker
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South Atlantic AnomalySouth Atlantic Anomaly

Quiet Quiet 
15 March 200115 March 2001

Magnetic storm Magnetic storm 
25 March 200125 March 2001

AnomaliesAnomalies

Ecoffet et al. [2002]

Electrons 0.3-6MeV + Protons 8-30MeV

730 km

RelevanceRelevance

•• ESA study 2001ESA study 2001
–– 3 out of 4 satellite designers said 3 out of 4 satellite designers said 

that internal charging is now their that internal charging is now their 
most important problem most important problem 

–– [Horne, 2001][Horne, 2001]

•• MeVMeV electrons the causeelectrons the cause

•• Radiation belts importantRadiation belts important

•• Internal charging related toInternal charging related to
–– Solar cycle Solar cycle –– declining phasedeclining phase

–– Fast solar wind streamsFast solar wind streams
•• Coronal holesCoronal holes Wrenn and Smith [1996]

Science QuestionsScience Questions

•• Relation to solar driver?Relation to solar driver?
–– Fast solar wind streamsFast solar wind streams
–– CMEsCMEs
–– 50% of magnetic storms50% of magnetic storms

•• How are particles accelerated?How are particles accelerated?

•• What is the dominant loss mechanism?What is the dominant loss mechanism?

•• Effects on atmosphere?Effects on atmosphere?
–– Chemistry, ozoneChemistry, ozone

•• Physical understanding Physical understanding -- better modelsbetter models
–– To specifyTo specify
–– To predictTo predict
–– Analyse past eventsAnalyse past events PaulikasPaulikas and Blake [1979]and Blake [1979]

Acceleration and Loss MechanismsAcceleration and Loss Mechanisms

•• Acceleration mechanismsAcceleration mechanisms

–– Electrons from JupiterElectrons from Jupiter

–– Shock accelerationShock acceleration
–– Radial diffusionRadial diffusion
–– ULF enhanced radial ULF enhanced radial 

diffusiondiffusion

–– WaveWave--particle interactionsparticle interactions
–– ReRe--circulationcirculation

–– Direct Direct substorm substorm injectioninjection

–– Adiabatic effectsAdiabatic effects
–– Cusp injectionCusp injection

•• Loss processesLoss processes
–– DeDe--trapping due to E fieldstrapping due to E fields
–– Coulomb CollisionsCoulomb Collisions

–– WaveWave--particle interactionsparticle interactions
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Inward Radial DiffusionInward Radial Diffusion

•• Source at 6.6ReSource at 6.6Re
•• Inward transportInward transport

•• Fluctuations in Magnetic and Fluctuations in Magnetic and 
Electric field at drift periods of Electric field at drift periods of 
particlesparticles
–– mHzmHz
–– Break 3Break 3rdrd invariantinvariant

•• Gradient Gradient -- drives diffusion drives diffusion 
towards the planettowards the planet

•• Conservation of 1Conservation of 1stst invariant invariant ––
–– M = pM = p 22 s ins in22a/(2ma/(2m00B) and J B) and J 
–– B increasesB increases
–– Energy gainEnergy gain

ULF Wave AccelerationULF Wave Acceleration

•• O’brienO’brien et al., 2003et al., 2003

•• Radial diffusion too slowRadial diffusion too slow

•• ULF wave accelerationULF wave acceleration
–– Hudson et al., Hudson et al., ElkingtonElkington et et 

al.al.

•• ULF wave power increases ULF wave power increases 
during stormsduring storms

Posch Posch et al. [2003]et al. [2003] Wave Acceleration: Which Waves?Wave Acceleration: Which Waves?

•• 5 wave modes for acceleration5 wave modes for acceleration
•• [Horne and Thorne, 1998][Horne and Thorne, 1998]
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Acceleration by Whistler Mode WavesAcceleration by Whistler Mode Waves

•• Wave frequency is Doppler Wave frequency is Doppler 
shifted by motion along B.shifted by motion along B.

•• Electric field rotates in same Electric field rotates in same 
sense as electronssense as electrons

•• E field remains in phase with E field remains in phase with 
particleparticle

•• Broad band waves Broad band waves -- pitch angle pitch angle 
and energy diffusionand energy diffusion
•• AccelerationAcceleration

•• Loss to atmosphereLoss to atmosphere
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Loss and AccelerationLoss and Acceleration

•• SubstormsSubstorms inject ~1 inject ~1 -- 100 100 keVkeV electronselectrons
•• Electrons drift and excite whistler mode chorusElectrons drift and excite whistler mode chorus
•• Chorus accelerates fraction of population to ~ Chorus accelerates fraction of population to ~ MeVMeV energiesenergies
•• Chorus+hiss+EMIC waves contribute to lossChorus+hiss+EMIC waves contribute to loss

Magnetic StormMagnetic Storm

Meredith et alMeredith et al . [2002]. [2002]
•• Substorm Substorm injection of injection of keV keV electronselectrons
•• Excitation of chorusExcitation of chorus

•• Chorus accelerates a fraction to Chorus accelerates a fraction to MeV MeV energiesenergies

PADIE Diffusion CodePADIE Diffusion Code

•• Calculate pitch angle and Calculate pitch angle and 
energy diffusionenergy diffusion

•• Momentum diffusion more Momentum diffusion more 
efficient for low plasma densityefficient for low plasma density

•• Most effective in the heart  of Most effective in the heart  of 
the radiation belt L ~ 4the radiation belt L ~ 4

•• Suggests outside the Suggests outside the 
plasmapause plasmapause during stormsduring storms

•• Possibly high latitudesPossibly high latitudes Horne et al. GRL, [2003]
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CRRES Survey ofCRRES Survey of fpefpe//fcefce Acceleration: Internal or Radial Diffusion?Acceleration: Internal or Radial Diffusion?

•• Or could it be losses?Or could it be losses?

Green and Green and Kivelson Kivelson 20042004

•• Peak in phase space density Peak in phase space density 
suggests local (wave) suggests local (wave) 
accelerationacceleration

•• Time evolution rules out peak Time evolution rules out peak 
due to losses in outer regiondue to losses in outer region

Wave AmplitudesWave Amplitudes

•• Green: medianGreen: median
•• Red and blue: 75% and 25% quartilesRed and blue: 75% and 25% quartiles
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Average over MLT Average over MLT -- 300 300 keVkeV

•• Timescale for loss ~ 0.5 day Timescale for loss ~ 0.5 day 

•• Timescale for acceleration ~ 0.5 dayTimescale for acceleration ~ 0.5 day

•• Balance between loss and accelerationBalance between loss and acceleration

Pre-noon

Night

Afternoon

Pre-noon

Afternoon

Night

Average over MLT Average over MLT -- 1 1 MeVMeV

Night

Pre-noon

Afternoon

Pre-noon
Night

Afternoon

•• Timescale for loss ~ 10 days Timescale for loss ~ 10 days 

•• Timescale for acceleration ~ 3 daysTimescale for acceleration ~ 3 days

•• Electrons accelerated faster than they are lostElectrons accelerated faster than they are lost

Time Evolution of FluxTime Evolution of Flux

•• Solve FokkerSolve Fokker --Planck equation Planck equation 
for energy onlyfor energy only

•• Assume whistler mode waves Assume whistler mode waves 
present for ~1 daypresent for ~1 day

•• Take CRRES data for t=0Take CRRES data for t=0

•• Timescale for flux increase Timescale for flux increase 
about 12 hours at ~1 about 12 hours at ~1 MeVMeV

•• Timescale consistent with Timescale consistent with 
observations (1observations (1-- 2 days)2 days)

•• Time evolution of electron flux Time evolution of electron flux 
at 4.5 Re at the equatorat 4.5 Re at the equator

CRRES Orbit 857CRRES Orbit 857

•• L=3.65L=3.65
•• Lat = 1.8Lat = 1.8

•• L=4.65L=4.65
•• Lat = Lat = -- 2.22.2

•• L=5.65L=5.65
•• Lat = Lat = -- 4.94.9

•• L=6.65L=6.65

•• Lat = Lat = -- 7.07.0

•• If dayside chorus dominantIf dayside chorus dominant
–– Acceleration above equatorAcceleration above equator
–– Model predicts butterfly distributionsModel predicts butterfly distributions

•• At L = 4 At L = 4 –– 55
–– Magnetopause shadowing not expectedMagnetopause shadowing not expected
–– Nor significant drift shell splittingNor significant drift shell splitting

Pre-noon
Night

Afternoon
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Signatures in Pitch Angle DistributionsSignatures in Pitch Angle Distributions

•• Measured pitch angle distributions [Horne et al., 2003]Measured pitch angle distributions [Horne et al., 2003]

•• Flat topped during acceleration L~4Flat topped during acceleration L~4
•• Width is energy dependentWidth is energy dependent

Dual AccelerationDual Acceleration

•• General conceptGeneral concept

•• Radial diffusion dominates in Radial diffusion dominates in 
the outer region L > 5the outer region L > 5

•• Whistler mode acceleration Whistler mode acceleration 
dominates near L = 3 dominates near L = 3 -- 55

Kp

Salambo Model – Including Chorus Waves
Boscher et al.

Radial diffusion 
pushes the 

particles

Radial diffusion 
pushes the low 

boundary condition

Whistlers act to 
precipitate the 
electrons

Acceleration takes place

Particles are 
decelerated by 

chorus

Storm Kp = 8.5 for 1 day 400 keV electrons

9 Oct 1990 Storm Simulation9 Oct 1990 Storm Simulation
How Effective Are Wave Losses?How Effective Are Wave Losses?

•• With maximum theoretical loss With maximum theoretical loss 
due to wavesdue to waves•• No losses due to wavesNo losses due to waves
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EMIC WavesEMIC Waves

•• Erlandson Erlandson and and UkhorskiyUkhorskiy
[2001][2001]

Losses EMIC wavesLosses EMIC waves

•• Very efficientVery efficient

•• MLT distribution?MLT distribution?

NeedsNeeds

•• Quantify particle losses to Quantify particle losses to 
atmosphereatmosphere

•• Measure diffusion coefficientsMeasure diffusion coefficients
–– Radial diffusionRadial diffusion
–– Pitch angle diffusionPitch angle diffusion

•• Quantify most important modesQuantify most important modes
–– Whistler, Z, LO, RX, Whistler, Z, LO, RX, 

magnetosonicmagnetosonic, EMIC, EMIC

–– ULF ULF -- PoloidalPoloidal ,  ,  torroidaltorroidal , , 
compressionalcompressional

•• Determine effects on Determine effects on 
atmospheric chemistryatmospheric chemistry

•• Global models needGlobal models need

–– Source particle distributionSource particle distribution
–– diffusion coefficientsdiffusion coefficients

–– wave amplitudeswave amplitudes

–– frequency spectrafrequency spectra
–– angular distributionangular distribution
–– density modeldensity model

–– magnetic field model magnetic field model 

–– MLT, L, magnetic indexMLT, L, magnetic index
–– Relation to solar wind driverRelation to solar wind driver

–– Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions

ConclusionsConclusions

•• Wave acceleration and loss Wave acceleration and loss 
control radiation belt dynamicscontrol radiation belt dynamics

•• ULF waves L > 5ULF waves L > 5
–– electron transportelectron transport

–– accelerationacceleration

•• Whistler mode waves L < 5Whistler mode waves L < 5
–– precipitationprecipitation

–– accelerationacceleration

•• Need to incorporate wave Need to incorporate wave 
acceleration and loss into acceleration and loss into 
global modelsglobal models
–– SalamboSalambo

•• Better specify and predictBetter specify and predict

•• Orbits where there is little dataOrbits where there is little data


